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Company Background
Strategic Focus

History

Digital Asset Management &
Cryptocurrency Funds
Management;

Corporate Advisory for
Initial Coin Offerings
(ICOs);

Blockchain Development and
Consultancy for top tier
Corporates to incorporate
blockchain.
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DigitalX was founded in 2013 as a
Blockchain mining and trading company
with as the first Blockchain Public Listing
in 2014. The Company built an
Institutional Bitcoin Exchange, supplying
liquidity to the major retail exchanges and
the first Bitcoin Institutions before
focusing on Blockchain software
development. DigitalX has built
numerous Blockchain based products
including the award winning AirPocket
remittance app leveraging Blockchain to
provide digital and financial identity to the
underbanked.

DigitalX is focused on 3 main business lines:
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ASX Listed with Strategic Partners
Strategic Partners
The world’s first publicly
listed blockchain technology
company.
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DigitalX has a strong reputation and
regulatory credibility sees DigitalX
appearing frequently on high profile
media outlets, and Chair working groups
for the national industry body for digital
currency, ADCA. DigitalX has an
enviable following of market investors,
traders and clients
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DigitalX Team

Our Team
FULL STACK CRYPTOCURRENCY EXPERTISE
Mike Segal

MANAGING DIRECTOR

CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER

Leigh is Vice Chairman of the Australian
Digital Commerce Association (ADCA) and
Chair of the Initial Coin Offering (ICO)
Industry Working Group. Leigh is a frequent
presenter on Blockchain in Australia and
abroad and comes from a Wealth
Management background.

Mike is the leading expert in cryptography
and machine learning and has worked at
several Boston and San Francisco-based
companies. Mike was a member of the first
weekly Bitcoin Meetup group in the world,
and conducts smart contract code auditing
and reviews for DigitalX clients.

Neel Krishnan

Scott Benson

COMPANY PRESIDENT

CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER

Neel has held senior positions at a number
of US based hedge funds, and as a
financial analyst at the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York, where he soon rose to
become a frequently published economist
during the global financial crisis. Neel leads
DigitalX’s US team and is a specialist in
crypto-economic advisory for token supply
models.

Scott oversees all compliance and operations
functions for DigitalX. Scott has extensive
experience in building, managing, and
maintaining compliance programs in senior
compliance roles at Merrill Lynch, RBC
Wealth Management and MetLife, and has
spent time as a regulator with FINRA.
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Leigh Travers
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Blockchain
Business
Engagements

Services
Utilising our team’s financial and technology expertise,
DigitalX provide consultancy services

Blockchain Consulting
DigitalX services top tier corporations to deliver our depth of experience in managing
the design, build and implementation of high value infrastructure and digital assets

Our consulting process
DigitalX will then design the framework
for a product implementation and
Provide feedback and a report on the

return a written report with a full design

business model and technical

type of Blockchain solution that could

specification with an estimated time

framework

be incorporated into the business

and cost estimate
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Review the organisations current
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Delivery
Utilising our team’s technology expertise, DigitalX produce
Blockchain based products for the client

Blockchain Development
DigitalX delivers Blockchain based infrastructure based on a detailed consulting and
design process

Our development process
DigitalX tech development team
is based out of Australia and

Clients are encouraged to

framework DigitalX delivers the

the United States to provide

utilize their existing tech

DigitalX can manage the long

product to market over a

extensive communication

development teams to upskill

term infrastructure and scaling

mapped timeline

during the entire process

their team on the technology

as the product use grows
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In concert with the design
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Timeline &
Engagement

Timeline & Engagement
Depending on scope required, DigitalX will tailor a proposal
based on the following indicative structure

8-12 weeks

12-36 weeks

Initial Business Review

Recommend a Blockchain
Solution

Implementation of
Blockchain Solution

Provide a design of the
framework for a product
implementation and return a
written report with a full design
specification with an estimated
time and cost estimate

DigitalX will then work with the
company through the design
process to implement the new
technology into the company’s
chosen product.

Provide blockchain and
cryptocurrency consulting sessions to
the Board and Management of the
company to assist in their
understanding and knowledge growth
of the potential use of blockchain
within the Company; and
Review the company’s current
technology solutions to determine the
most suitable blockchain solution for
implementation.
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4-8 weeks
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Wide Media Reach

DigitalX are connected across most major media
outlets, with regular appearances to promote
clients on Bloomberg, Coindesk, The Australian
Financial Review, Sky Business News, Business
Insider, Cointelegraph, the Daily Star and others.
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Blockchain Clients

In addition to working with top tier Banks
and supply chain companies, DigitalX
has a successful track record of advising
ICO projects, raising over a combined
US $300m through its network for the
worlds leading Blockchain projects
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DigitalX Ltd
Financial and technical services for the blockchain marketplace.

Perth | New York

For more information, please contact clients@digitalx.com

DigitalX Ltd
For more information,
please contact
clients@digitalx.com

Financial and technical services for the blockchain marketplace.

Perth | New York

